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he kids’ drawings in the book of the Skull Club have always charmed me 

with their imagination and humor. I especially appreciate the artwork 

of the little savages’ darker side. Every young Skull Club kid loved scary 

movies, comics and TV and found a creative outlet from the inspiration. 

 At first I dismissed the Skull Club as juvenalia but I’ve changed my mind. We 

started showing off the original Skull Club book a few years ago and revived the Skull 

Club as a kind of joke, a fake association of a few good friends. 

 Today the Skull Club has morphed into an ever-expanding fake ritual party 

pod. I was surprised to see the Skull Club’s consistent appeal, continuing to the 

present. It makes sense, though. Halloween now eclipses Christmas and New Years as 

a favorite adult holiday. 

 Not only do we love to dress up and celebrate 

in fantasy disguises, we are attracted and repelled 

by skulls and skeletons, playful images of Death. We 

flirt with the scary stuff and smile at the grin made of 

bone.

 The Skull Club now spans a couple generations. 

Princess BoneJoy

Skully feels at home perched on the secret book,
with candle wax melting past his ping-pong ball eyes.
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Halloween 1996 with Green Skull as A Clockwork Kirk
and Princess BoneJoy as a cavewoman

We are a fun-loving bunch of young and old whose backgrounds diverge wildly: high 

and low, well-off and broke, professionals, anarchists, poets, artists, winos, inlaws and 

outlaws. Everyone here has a secret Skull Club name; we’re all equal.

Our made-up rituals of initiation only look spooky to outsiders. We perform them 

whenever someone wants in. 

 Once a year we stage our Spring Rite of Cybernalia, where we make ritual 

sacrifices of unworking appliances.  New Skull Club members join us as we drink, 

dance, dress up in horror or sci fi outfits and watch as the high-voltage Earthmelter 

fries our old computers, TVs, and other machines. 

 Today we relish the frisson of a little danger and laugh as the skull laughs back 

at us, knowing that she will win in the end. 

       -Carpe Diem, 

       Pricess BoneJoy
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   FROM THE OFFICE OF GREEN SKULL
   TREASURER,
   THE SKULL CLUB
October 23, 2008

Instructions for a Skull Club Self Initiation:

1) Read the Secret Book.

2) Create your Secret Name.

3) Place your right hand on the Secret Book, raise your left hand into the air and recite the oath:

I promise

As a skull member

Never to desert the club

And to be a loyal member

Of the Skull Club.

The Skull Club recognizes anyone who performs the above 3 steps as a member. Tradition then has it to spin the 
Skull Club theme song (Dry Bones) immediately after initiation and dance ecstatically. 

In addition to the above steps it would also be fun to dress up the event and throw a party. Make the initiation ritual 
the climax. Tradition has it that people wear skull masks and don costumes. Gather props, recite poetry, create 
images, take pictures, shoot movies, record the whole thing with audio. Send us copies of everything so we can 
incorporate the media into our Skull Club database. 

Please be sure to initiate only those you trust into the Skull Club. Keep the Secret Book a secret to nonmembers. 
Other than that, the more the merrier! 

Also please be sure to send us the real names, Secret Names, plus contact info for each new member so we can 
incorporate them into the Skull Club database and keep track of them. 

This Halloween sees the Skull Club welcoming new members from coast to coast! Congratulations on creating your 
local grotto. 

HAVE FUN!

Boney takes on a kindler, gentler role for the
2009 Night of the Grateful Living Dead.
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an you recall when you first realized that death will take 

you? They say that the conceptual idea that our life will end 

is one of those things that separates us from animals. Our 

creature cousins apparently live without the knowledge of their own 

demise in an eternal present. Lucky stiffs.

 At the time of this writing skull jewelry and other skeletal 

paraphernalia sales seem at an all time high. These days skulls are 

cute! The skull as a frightening image of death and mortality has lost 

its sting. That being so, today’s skeleton popularity will probably wane 

as fashion inevitably does, leaving only die hard enthusiasts (including 

gangstas, bikers, horror fans, Deadheads, heavy metal headbangers and 

members of clubs like this one) still participating in the bone economy.

 But to what phenomenon can we reckon this fascination with 

the image of the remains of the human head bereft of flesh? The first 

impression of the skull visage has been that of a repellent symbol, a 

warning, repugnant in nature. Why has it held such an appeal through 

the ages?The gals really liked the way Green Skull danced that Cybernalia. That’s The Dark Crystal $kull 
(upper left), Kraniym (upper middle), Humorus (upper right) with Green Skull (center).
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Is there anything better than babes with their bones?
That’s The Dark Crystal $kull (on the left) and Kraniyum (on the right).

Boldly look directly into the face of a death’s head!

 As you stare into the empty eye sockets, can you not see into a time-mirror 

reflecting what you will inevitably become? Although the dead head actually says 

nothing (it is we the living that project a communication from it), the skull’s smiling 

face seemingly speaks to you from the grave, saying:

I have been where you look from now. 

You are going to where I stare from.

I have knowledge of your destiny.

The nature of death, impermanence, mortality and the mystery of time itself  seem to 

be in the possession of this frightful face. They say knowledge is power and power is 

sexy.

 Paleontologists read much of the history of life on this planet from fossilized 

skeletons and head bones especially. The skull system of bones evolved to protect the 

delicate brain and our planet’s nature also seems to like the cranium as a place for 

eyes, ears, nostrils and along with the jaw, teeth.

 Archaeologists and other scholars disagree on how long ago our ancestors 

began burying their dead, but a general consensus has it that during the end of the 

Paleolithic (Old Stone Age), humans began to produce the earliest works of art and 

engage in religious and spiritual behavior such as burial and ritual. Perhaps as long 

as 200,000 years ago we needed special ways to deal with our departed. We missed 
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 The Celts had a cult of the human head and venerated it as a symbol of divinity 

and otherworldly powers. They would hang the heads of enemies around the necks of 

their horses and use them to ornament their homes. The Celts embalmed the heads of 

the most distinguished enemies in cedar oil and displayed them in trophy cases. They 

say that the druids, the members of the priestly caste of the Celts, practiced human 

sacrifice. A writer of classical antiquity relates how these spiritual leaders would 

often predict the future based on the way the limbs of a slain victim would convulse as 

the bones fell limp.

 Many folks believe that European witchcraft originated from (or was 

influenced by) the “old religion” of the Celts (we should probably characterize this 

“old religion” as the plural old religions because history doesn’t show a unified religion 

of sorts). The 1922 Swedish/Danish silent film Häxan (aka Witchcraft Through The 

Ages) shows a scene during a witches’ Sabbath where the devil’s grandmother is 

taunting or pointing to a human skull with a staff. This skull is located in the center 

of a circle on the ground and is surrounded by various items of a curious nature. The 

skull appears to be set on two thigh bones crossed at ninety degrees to each other 

invoking the familiar image of the skull and crossbones. Here, perhaps on the level 

them. Did they haunt us?

 The people that lived 10,000 years ago in the ancient Near East city of Jericho 

and in much of the Levant seem to have dealt with their dearly deceased in a curious 

way. They would often entomb their dead’s bodies under the floors of their homes, 

sometimes saving the skulls for special treatment. They would fill the cavities in the 

head with plaster, inset seashells for eyes, paint in the dead’s characteristic features 

and facial hair. Some scholars believe this practice to be evidence of a form of ancestor 

worship. Others believe the skulls were not the remains of the dearly departed but the 

results of headhunting.

 This bloody practice has gone on since prehistoric times in West and Central 

Africa, South and Southeast Asia, the South Pacific, Europe and the Americas. Have 

you ever witnessed a decapitation? Headhunting has always been a very effective 

terror tactic to demoralize an enemy, especially when the heads of the slain were put 

on display. People in many cultures held the belief that by possessing someone’s head, 

one controlled that person and his spirit. One belief had that the victim of a headhunt 

would serve as a slave of the skull owner in the afterlife.

 (Add here Ezekiel’s resurection of the dry bones?)
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of the collective unconscious, this fearful archetype explains the reoccurring trope 

that includes the pirate’s Jolly Roger flag, Nazi Germany’s Totenkopf and the classic 

warning label for poison.

 The cult of the severed head was indeed widespread across the Celtic world, 

but historian Paul Jacobstahl insists that its more gruesome aspects should not 

obscure the philosophical and artistic context. According to the Celts the head, 

because it housed the soul, was endowed with dignity and divinity. He writes:

Amongst the Celts the human head was venerated above 

all else, since the head was to the Celt the soul, center of 

emotions as well as of life itself, a symbol of divinity and of the 

powers of the other-world.

 (Add here the beheading of John the Baptizer and ‘the Place of the Skull’ from 

the New Tesatament? Also the curious head reference from The Gospel of Peter?)

 Numerous sources report that throughout A.D. history various peoples have 

used human skulls as trophy drinking cups. In India and Tibet the term kapala refers 

to such a human skull cup. Kali, a Hindu deity, is sometimes depicted holding a kapala 

full of human blood and adorned with a garland of human heads. The kapala is also 

A couple of frames from the film Häxan aka Witchcraft Through The Ages
where the devil’s grandmother pokes Adam’s skull with a stick.
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used in both Hindu tantric and Buddhist tantric rituals. In these belief systems the 

skull does not come from a slain enemy. Tantrics make kapalas from human bones 

found at sky burial sites. Sky burial is a funerary practice where they place the 

human corpse on a mountaintop, exposing it to animals 

and the elements. The tantric ritual removes the soul from 

the skull. The identity of the skull’s original owner is not 

considered significant. The kapala is then used for higher 

tantric meditation to achieve a transcendental state of 

thought and mind within the shortest possible time, among 

other things.

 Starting with the Italian Renaissance the image of 

death took an overtly erotic direction. Danse Macabre, an 

artistic genre of late-medieval allegory on the universality 

of death, developed a common motif in Renaissance art 

known as “Death and the Maiden.” Death and the Maiden 

provided a new sexual subtext with a woman naked and swooning in the arms of 

Death, an overpowering lover. Could this explain, at least partially, why the French 

One expression of
Death and the Maiden

(Hans Baldung)

call orgasm le petit mort?

 Legend has it the death’s head advertised sexual interest in Elizabethan 

England. They say the skull, usually depicted 

without the jawbone, was the emblem of bawds, 

prostitutes, rakes and other sexual adventurers 

of the period. They wore half-skull silver rings 

that could be rotated around the finger to hide the 

cranium in polite company, and repositioned in the 

presence of likely conquests.

 There are many examples in our more 

recent times where we can see this sexy vibe of the 

skeleton. Yale’s Skull and Bones society requires 

new members to recite every sexual experience 

they had proir to joining the club. Tattoos, gang 

symbols, heavy metal music emblems and all kinds 

of other examples abound. If I haven’t mentioned it 

already you could probably name your favorite example right off the top of your own 

Kali by Raja Ravi Varma
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head. I suppose taking images of human bones into the realm of the erotic smacks of 

necrophilia, but hey, what can I say? Since the 1500’s European artists and musicians 

have been expressing their obsessions with the spooky and sexy imagery of the 

skeleton and who knows when this type of expression will slow?

 Our Skull Club member Yoni Boney informs me that the pleasure derived from 

the sex and violence associated with skeletal imagery perhaps resonates with the 

chakra Atala. This chakra, located below Muladhara (the root chakra) in the hips, 

governs fear and lust. It delights my funny bone: isn’t it exactly the hips that one 

mostly shakes during ecstatic dancing?

- - -Do pages 109 and 110 of “Astrotheology & Shamanism” unite the Skull and 

Crossbones with Catholic Church?

reen Skull fantasised about sending hordes of trained rats to tear apart 

fellow elementary school students whom he despised.* His family had 

moved from Chicago to Berwyn (a Chicago suburb) in early December 

1970 and Green Skull had a hard time making friends at his new school. 

Many of the kids picked on him incessantly. This resulted in GS building emotional 

walls and the murderous plans mentioned above. He wanted to kill his classmates, 

yes, but not so with his friends at church. 

 Emmanuel Bible Church had also made the 

move from Chicago to Berwyn, the congregation 

having built a brand new non-traditional modern 

building just blocks from where GS’s family would 

relocate to. GS thought the new church building 

looked like a place that the Jetsons Family might 

worship in and he liked that. Many of GS’s church 

friends had joined the Skull Club including Junky 

Jaw Bone, Tan Turtle Bones, Bone Marrow. These 

*For documentation of young Green Skull’s 
derangement during this period see “The Secret 
Book of the Skull Club Volume 1: Illustrated 
Writings of Terror-Children.”
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friends were GS’s age, a few years older than his brother Red Skeleton (President of 

the club) and this created something of a divide between the brothers. GS’s church 

friends provided some continuity to his self image but there still existed complicating 

factors.

 GS had three names. His first was Michael Anthony Montague which was 

his legal name at the time and his folks used this name to register him at his public 

schools. His schoolmates knew him as Mike Montague. His mother had remarried 

when GS was two years old and at church (where they didn’t require any official name 

registration) they called him Mike Bohacz (pronouned Boaz with long ‘o’ and short ‘a’ 

as in topaz). Green Skull had also created his own Skull Club secret name. Although 

this name situation didn’t actually fragment his personality to any detrimental 

degree, it also couldn’t help but reinforce a feeling that he lived in two worlds. He 

hated those at school who called him one name and at the same time he felt friendship 

for those at church that referred to him by a different name.

 GS entered high school in the fall of 1972 and although his folks had his name 

legally changed from Montague to Bohacz by then, he still didn’t make a lot of friends 

at school. An exception was his art teacher Ronald Mounce who became a mentor and 

1972-73
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greatly encouraged his creative work.

 Meanwhile at church GS attended the co-ed “Shipmates” meetings for high 

schoolers and made more friends. In addition to church activities these friends would 

visit GS at his home to improvise comedy routines which GS would tape record. GS 

would later call this comedy troupe “Legion” and compose music with some of these 

friends.

 In very early 1974 when GS had barely begun his sixteenth year on Earth, one 

The sketches on the opposite page reveal meanings behind the images in this untitled work that Green Skull painted 
in 1973.
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Junky Jaw Bone possesses this painting. (73-74? or from 75-77?)

of his new church friends turned him on with illegal drugs. GS had been curious about 

these substances for at least as long as he had heard the song “Sweet Leaf” by the 

band Black Sabbath but he was surprised to discover that these inebriants not only 

introduced one to one’s own mind as advertised, they also revealed an unexpected 

brain space that could only be described as awe-inspiring, cosmic, spiritual, visionary. 

GS was not alone. These visionary dimensions have fascinated many folks for 

millennia. GS had many interesting and engaging experiences on these substances. 

 It couldn’t have been too many months after starting experimentation with 

drugs that GS had a certain lasting vision. While high on marijuana and just after 

being dropped off by his church-connection friend, he walked southeast toward(s?) 

home on Ogden Avenue in Berwyn. As he smiled wide, so wide that his cheeks bulged 

upward, he experienced an impression of his own smiling face but in an altered form. 

This form interested him so much he had to draw it.

 Sketching out the image allowed GS to better visualize it. It seemed to have a  

shape, color, texture that reminded GS of dried bone. He called it the “Mystic Bone” 

and made many drawings, sculptures, animations and videos based on it over the 

years. He pondered much about the meaning of the Mystic Bone. The first question: 

73-74 Take Me 
Along page 109?
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What strange fascination held sway over GS? As with other psychedelic experiences, 

the Mystic Bone seemed important to the one who experienced it but not so much to 

anyone else. The cause of the obsession couldn’t adequately be put into words, so only 

those who had similar experiences could entertain the possibilty of understanding its 

import. Another question: Did GS create an idol? GS didn’t worship the Mystic Bone, 

no. He did feel it had its own independent existence with its own characteristics, 

much like the comic book characters he created or when GS had imaginary friends 

when younger. Many years later GS eventually decided that it represented a kind 

of spiritual fossil of the Most High. Not that Deity had died, rather more like the MB 

represented clues stumbled upon in a spiritual archeological dig, an object left by the 

living Deity Commitee to tease and elude GS’s intellectual grasping, yet still seeming 

to point to something real.

 As with most boys his age, GS’s interest in girls increased.

These represent the first two sketches of the 
“Mystic Bone,” drawings that Green Skull made 
immediatly after experiencing it in 1974.

This shape also interested GS very much. 
(72-73)

GS liked to draw girls without their knowledge, 
nor their clothes. 74-76

An 8-track tape decorated with a 
Mystic Bone
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Mystic Bones and other doodles 1974-75.

Legion (a comedy troupe and band) from right to left: Green Skull,
Junky Jaw Bone, Bone Marrow, Napolian Bone Apart, non-member

Boney Thorax

Captain Bones

A frame detail from Legion’s film “Miller the Important” 
with (from left) Tan Turtle Bones, Junky Jaw Bone (his 
back), Bone Marrow, Green Skull, with Napolian Bone 
Apart on camera

GS couldn’t draw faces from life yet in 1976-77.

Skinny Bones, one of Green Skull’s first 
models

Skinny Bones posing for Green Skull (76-77)
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This series is from 75 to 77. This series is from 75 to 77.
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This series is from 75 to 77.
This series is from 75 to 77.
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This series is from 75 to 77. This series is from 75 to 77.
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Nick the Cliff Dweller goes looking for the Mystic Boney (digitally enhanced). 76-78

GS’s rendering of another glow-in-the-dark plastic 
skull model, this one without teeth (76-77)
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GS got the hang of faces in college. 
Here’s Skinny Bones again. (77-78) Detail from a 1978(?) painting now in the possesion 

of Flamin Bonin

Detail from “Mike and Trish with Sperm 
Whale” (1978, title applied 2010)

GS also drew more models in college, here’s a non-member (77-78)

Non-member 77-78
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77-78

77-78
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77-78

77-78

This painting, one of GS’s favorites, has disappeared. (from 1978?)
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Boner worked with Green Skull on many  
creative projects in the late 1970s and early 

1980s.

Digitally enhanced frame from a Legion film “The Wizard” with Boner (left), Green Skull 
(top), and Junky Jaw Bone (right) 1978(?)

Green Skull around 20 years old lounging in his bean bag chair, two Mystic 
Bone sculptures can be seen in the upper left (77-78)

Bones posed for photos by GS 
(Sp78)
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hey accepted Green Skull’s 

application at the School of the Art 

Institute of Chicago based on his 

paintings and he began studying 

there in the fall of 1978. He had finished all 

his prerequisite courses at his former school 

Morton College and the freedom was liberating, 

not least because SAIC had a policy of pass-fail 

grades. In addition to painting and sculpture he 

studied photography and filmmaking, eventually 

discovering sound and video as art, with the digital 

revolution just getting under way.

Photo of my best Mystic Bone sculpture (fall 1979)
Fellow sculpture student and 
non-member Shannon Rose Riley 
posing for a photo by GS (fall 1979)

Green Skull in early 1979; photo by Skinny Bones
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Ms. Bones Jones

Green Skull left this Mystic Bone painting unfinished as he grew more inter-
ested in film and video.
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Storyboard for an animation by Ms. Bones Jones and Green 
Skull (Spring 1980); never finished

 GS initiated Ms. Bones Jones, a fellow 

SAIC student, into the club and she and GS 

became a hot item. She inspired GS’s song 

“Rachel” and contributed to the Skull Club’s 

Picture Gallery. GS has nothing but very fond 

memories of lovely Ms. Bones Jones but they 

as a couple were not fated to last.

Skully (plastic skull model mascot) and Green Skull, photo by Ms. Bones Jones. The out of focus object 
in the background is another of Green Skull’s Mystic Bone sculptures, now in the possession of M. Bones 

Jones.
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Storyboard, sketches, frame #66, from a Mystic Bone animation (Spring 1980)
Boner and Mystic Bones from another early vid-
eo by Green Skull (Spring 1980)

Skully in a very early Green Skull video (Spring 
1980)

 GS made the Mystic Bone the 

subject in photography and a couple of film 

animations in the Spring of 1980. He also 

used Mystic Bone sculptures and Skully (the 

plastic glow-in-the-dark Skull Club mascot) 

as subjects in his early videos. Skull Club 

member Boner appeared in these works with 

the Mystic Bone. Skully had a starring role 

in GS’s first use of the famed Sandin Analog 

Image Processor. 
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Boner worked with Green Skull on many  
creative and musical projects in the late 

1970s and early 1980s.

Fellow SAIC graduate and creative 
collaborator Ingrown Bone

Old friend and creative collaborator 
Tan Turtle Bones in a recording studio 
(early 1980s)

Tan Turtle Bones with close friend Beth 
Salvia (non-member); photo by Green 

Skull

Skully appeared in the video “Gen Locked Skull,” GS’s first experi-
ment with the Sandin Analog Image Processor (Spring 1981).

Sketch based on (believe it 
or not) a sine wave (1980-
81)

A unique full body Mystic Bone danc-
ing in top hat and tails (Fall 1980)
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 After Green Skull graduated from SAIC and 

spent a few years as a musician and sound engineer, 

the SAIC Video Area hired him as an instructor in 

the Fall of 1983. There he used SAIC equipment 

to continue developing his art and music. He’d 

occasionally initiate new members into the Skull 

Club but this had become a rare activity.

Show Me A Boner (her secret name) with 
Korea and Silver

Enchanting non-member Sheila McNamee and 
her sons Skull Face (left) and Barnaby Bones 
(right) after they grew to manhood

 In the Fall of 1984 the woman that GS would initiate 

into the club as Flamin Bonin came into his life. Over the next 

many years she would take GS through quite an exhilarating, 

intoxicating, enraging, enrapturing roller coaster ride. Although 

as a couple Flamin Bonin and Green Skull were doomed to fail, 

he came closer to tying the knot with her than with any other 

woman until his wife (Princess BoneJoy) came along years 

later.

A GS rendering of Flamin Bonin
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The tantalizing Mega Bolt (fellow SAIC gradu-
ate) as Columbia from RHPS

Fellow SAIC graduate and fu-
ture Rising Star employer of GS 
Ferocious Femur

Fellow SAIC graduate and eventual 
creative collaborator Yoni Boney

Skull frame from GS’s video “History of the Moon” circa 1986

Green Skull; photo by Ingrown Bone

Green Skull (foreground) and Tan Turtle 
Bones (background); photo by Ingrown Bone
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Green Skull and the Sandin Analog Image Processor in the Summer of 1988

 Green Skull recorded the following dream in his journal entry of January 23, 

1990:

 I’m in the attic. Skully sits on the floor across from me. I 

say “Skully, come!” The skull model slides across the floor to 

me. I’m quite amazed at this. I practice this magic trick more 

so I can show Tan Turtle Bones. At one point the plastic skull 

is broken. I command him to melt his parts back together, but 

to no avail. I wake, frightened by the dream.

Stills from Green Skull’s many experiments with the Sandin Analog Image Processor and other tools at the SAIC 
Video Area
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Skully Refused To Leave

     At the time, Green Skull lived in the same building as Tan Turtle Bones in 

a Chicago Pilsen neighborhood apartment. They hadn’t had any Skull Club activity 

going on for quite a while. Skully, the Skull Club mascot made from a plastic model 

skull kit, still smiled at Green Skull from his perch on the secret book. Green Skull 

had had enough. Tired of the grotesque look of the skull that reminded him of his 

childishness, he threw the head in the trash. Keeping the secret book, he saw that the 

garbage bag containing Skully went into the alley never to return.

 That very weekend Tan Turtle Bones returned from a trip to Wisconsin. He 

brought with him a present for Green Skull that he had picked up on his outing. To 

the jaw dropping astonishment of Green Skull, this gift turned out to be a plaster cast 

(decorated with flex-stone spray paint) of the same head that the model Skully was 

templated from. Tan Turtle Bones was as amazed as Green Skull when he learned 

Skully had gone into the trash. Both had no doubt that this was the same head, among 

other distinguishing features they could tell by the bad teeth. Skully had returned!

flexstone skull mentioned in 20th Century Computerized Notes 6-5-95 (no longer in 
Pilsen); Caspar (cat) noted 8-23-92 (in Pilsen? I believe so); dream journal records 
definitely living in Pilsen 4-3-89

A Mystic Bone painting by SAIC friend Carol Redmond (maiden name, 
non-member)



 66 67   SAIC gang from left to right: non-member Sera Furneaux, 
Clown Bone (above), non-member with glasses whose 
name eludes memory (below), Carol Redmond (maiden 
name, non-member), Boney Elbow, Green Skull

A 3-D SoftImage animated Mystic Bone appeared 
in GS’s video “Electromagnetic Fields Forever” from 
the mid-1990s.

Princess BoneJoy age 20 (photo by Howard Legge)

Rising Star

 In the summer of 1995 GS began working at Rising 

Star as a Multimedia Computer Specialist. Among many 

other accolades, Rising Star could boast that it was the first 

company to distribute the professional Avid motion picture 

editing tools to the midwest and it was a hub for research 

and development in the computer graphics and 3-D digital 

animation worlds. GS would eventually initiate four heavy 

hitters at Rising Star: Ferocious Femur, Yoni Boney, William 

DaBone, Iron Skull.

Princess BoneJoy

 It was also at Rising Star in the fall of 1995 that 

GS would encounter the love of his life, the woman who 

would become Mrs. Green Skull, his adored wife Princess 

BoneJoy. She and he would work together on art and other 

projects for the rest of their natural lives, then bask in 

the golden glow of limitless love for all eternity in their 

unnatural ones. At least that’s the way they’d like it.
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drawing, art, music, storytelling as magic

H. G. Welles (check this and spelling) said any advanced form of technology would 

appear to those without it as magic.

TV was magic to me

Green Skull attempted to 

push antennae up out of 

his head (more cyborg than 

magickal), had grade school 

kids convinced i was a 

Martian, started Skull Club, 

wrote secret book. Made 

Archie porn. church as white 

magic?influencing people to 

believe in the devil? TV & 

movies as black magic?

 Green Skull had left 

the dark behind but was the dark finished with him?

CREEPY, ERIE

psychedelic guide as career choice? the difference between “good & bad” and 

GS drawings of antennaed beings, age 6 (Junky Jaw Bone could have 
drawn the being on the left but this is uncertain)

Dark Ages superstition and ignorance still runs rampant in our world 

decreasing the likelyhood that we’ll survive as a species. Why would 

Green Skull want to add to this madness by allowing this volume to 

document his experiences with non-scientific magical thinking? Although 

he doesn’t want to add to the confusion, GS nonetheless sees this Skull Club volume 

as a place to document some of the strange occurrences that he has encountered. If 

nothing else, it will allow him to direct light into some dark misunderstood corners 

of his own life. Perhaps he’ll find something valuable. Hopefully he won’t come upon 

anything dangerous lurking in those dusty cobwebbed corners.

 Magic evolved with humanity from our beginnings. The shaman healed with 

his magic and cursed with it. It seemed a mixed blessing for the tribe but could they 

concieve of life without the miracle maker? Did the shaman really have such magical 

power or did the tribe just think she did? Today’s medicine acknowledges the placebo 

effect, the tendency of people to heal themselves by thinking they received a cure. 

Perhaps the shaman’s power was merely the power of suggestion, he repeated what 

worked the last time. The tribal shaman didn’t mean to trick anyone-

UNFINISHED ARTICLE, NOTES CONTINUE BELOW:
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“righteousness & evil”

Bucky Fuller said “Whenever I draw a circle, I immediately want to step out of it.” 

Where did he say that?

 Green Skull didn’t buy the ritual magic notions that his contemporaries 

enamored themselves to (he read “Cosmic Trigger” 1977). Dressing up in silly-looking 

outfits was okay but reciting outdated ideas by chanting within a circle wasn’t his idea 

of fun, though he did have an open mind and he let some occult concepts perculate 

through his brain: those that made sense. He didn’t want to miss a trick.

 Tim teaches bad vibe protection in “What Does WoMan Want?” (1976, didn’t 

read it until after “Exo-Psychology” 1977 (didn’t read that until fall 1978)) old book 

p16, new book p27: 

 He joins the thumb and index finger of his right hand to 

form a circle, and, like movie director framing-the-shot, peers 

through the digital aperture. 

He places Marcel’s pink-face in the 

center of the circle then moves 

his eye-focus to his own 

hand examining his 

thumb nail, the black 

hair on his fore-finger, 

his tanned wrist. Marcel’s face has now dissolved into two 

pink blobs shimmering liquidly in the background.

 The relieved Fugitive then snaps his fingers and ends the 

scene.

   GS used to heal people’s headaches and he counted these healings as his 

earliest shamanic activity. The headache healings taught him about the power of 

suggestion. He would rub a person’s head with his hands, asking the patient to 

mentally unify their headache pain with the moving hands they felt. After about 

a minute of this, GS would quickly remove his hands from their head and snap his 

fingers with a jolt. The pain dissapeared. Everyone that GS applied this remedy to 

ended up cured of their headaches with the one exception of an SAIC student (non-

member Dana Master) who was plagued with migraines. 

His technique made her headache worse. This resulted in 

GS giving up headache healings.

 Note black magic examples: theft of my animated 

film and curse of Flores

 I visualized finding quarters as RAWilson 

enouraged me to do in “Prometheus Rising” p. 28 (1983) 

(mentioned 9/10 & 9/11 2000). Bucky suggested starting 

new projects on the new moon and try to finish projects on 

Iron Skull with Boner Magnet
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the full moon.

 The game, starting with D&D with Davis

 I differentiate between white magic, black magic and silver magic (mirror).

 Trish wanted to get me Kronos for my 1997 bday. Barbara introduced her 

to Brian for this reason. Brian turned me onto Coffin Joe, which sparked interst in 

Manson. I then bought VHS Manson tapes from HiFi Records.

 I wanted to create a ritual for Cybernalia. (from Computerized Notes 20th 

Century, I had a silver parka and nothing else on for the ceremony):

 10-31-00 On the new moon of this month I performed my 

first Silvermass ritual. I had talked it up for about a year that 

I wanted to start a new holiday in which we would give thanks 

for technology. Friends named the day alternatley Cybernalia, 

Technology Day, Silvermass.

 I designated an altar and consecrated two implements. 

A sacred screwdriver to replace the athame of Wicca, and a 

sacred hammer. In the morning I placed a lava lamp on each 

side of the altar, I wanted the earthly light artificial. At my 

back while facing the altar I placed an incense burner for my 

third nostril. I noticed that my beloved Trish had created an 

altar of her own which included a plastic skull toy, and a bird 

skull, among other things. I meditated and prayed. When the 

sun had reached what I believed its highest point in the sky I 

hummed “Also Sprach Zarathustra” silently and took a robot 

toy and sacrificed it. This robot toy was manufactured to 

look like Robby from “Forbidden Planet” and was a gift from 

Ingrown Bone. Before the day I had cuddled it to associate 

nostalgia for it.

 The sacrificed technology could be any piece of technology 

that is no longer useful, but that the priest or priestess 

perhaps has a nostalgic attachment to. Just before the 

sacrifice I chanted a prayer that went “Oh Great Process and 

Great Processor, which we can think of ourselves as parts, 

may the love and meaningful import with which I disassemble 

this tool mirror the love and meaningful import you show to 

me at my disassembly.”

 As I looked at the little robot toy, I had a powerful feeling 

that I didn’t want to hurt it, so I found what I thought the 

weakest point and struck sharply with the hammer. It 

shattered and I used the screwdriver to further separate 

the parts. Overcome with emotion I looked up to notice a 
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round mirror hanging above the altar, another sign of Trish 

and eternal Love. I ended the ceremony by again humming 

“Also Sprach Zarathustra.” I came back a little later and 

noticed I had not disassembled the heart of the mechanism, 

the little spring box that moved the toy’s feet for walking. I 

disassembled it and was again overcome by strong emotion 

and feeling of amazement. I left the parts on the altar so Trish 

could keep what parts she wanted for sculpture. The rest 

would be recycled or disposed of. To end the ceremony finally 

I once again hummed “Also Sprach Zarathustra.”

 I acted as Priest One of this initiation ceremony. In future 

Priestess or Priest One would be the first person in line for the 

sacrifice (before the others present). I would think the priest 

or priestess would sacrifice their own technology.

 Recall the witchie feeling after 9/11, Bernard Herrmann’s “Psycho” theme 

especially.

From 10/3/01

 To Answer Nell’s question about silver magic, I came up 

with a comparison to our early ancestors drawing animals 

in a cave. They did this as magic to get the animals to give 

them food. I designate silver magic as similar, yet getting 

technology to do our bidding.

From 10/29/01

 Decided not to repeat silver magick ritual with toy 

robot. Having to put Nada down almost a year later, and the 

terrorist attack have spooked me into thinking that my silver 

magick had a little too much dark in it.

Shot in Freddy’s house 10/27/01

From 11-11-02

Last Sat night i found three quarters at once (years after 

starting Wilson’s quarter experiment).
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From 1-30-05

 There exists only one source of illumination in hell. The 

Devil’s Lantern, a device to illuminate the minds of those in 

hell and their reasons for being there, can be described as a 

torture device.

 Short story about  a holy angel that visits hell to annouce 

a gift from Deity to the inhabitants of hell: the Devil’s Lantern 

(think of another name the angel announces). Rumors 

abound regarding the gift among them that the device offers 

a way out of hell. When Deity comes to hell (arriving with the 

chariot-throne) the devil attacks. After Deity subdues the 

devil, Deity gives the lantern to the lowest in hell and leaves. 

This lowest being can’t figure it out, his allies try to keep it 

from the devil(?), Satan eventually gets possesion and it 

turns out to torture Satan.

4-18-05

 Recall how you told friends that if you played “Midnight In 

Moscow” seven times in a row that the rapture would occur. 

They didn’t believe you and when you did play it seven times 

in a row nothing happened. Except maybe you started getting 
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high soon after that.
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From 10-13-05 (this quote followed by much “Devil’s Lanter” film research)

 Threads on the Internet I followed for Cameron’s “The 

Wormwood Star” directed by Curtis Harrington. The link that 

took me to the 1915 “Wormwood” was a mistake in that the 

link read “The Wormwood Star” but the page it took me to was 

about the 1915 5 reeler, a film based on the work of author 

Marie Corelli.

Marie Corelli’s work was about the social consequences of absinthe.

From 11-26-05 (see for movie list)

BCI Eclipse LLC devil movie research

t was the wee hours in the morning of March 26th, 2006. Green Skull 

and Princess BoneJoy were having some friends over for another of their 

many parties. The festivities had stretched from the Saturday evening 

of the 25th through the hours past midnight. One of their friends caught 

sight of a strange old notebook on a cluttered bookshelf that aroused his curiosity. It 

was titled The Secret Book of the Skull Club and he removed the book from the shelf to 

have a closer look at it.

 Inside the book he found a treasure trove of childish yet frightful drawings 

and writings which amused him. This old kids’ book of spooky stuff impressed him as 

a rare creative find and he inquired as to the nature of the club. Green Skull informed 

him of the club’s history.

 After discussing the details of initiation the friend 

convinced others at the party to join the club with him that 

night. Green Skull initiated the architect friend who chose 

the name Skill Skull, a dear married couple who took the 

names Anastasia Bonerhausen and Huckle-Bone, and three 

more friends who took the names William DaBone, Iron 
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Skill Skull

Skull, and Woman of Water.

 After the initiation ritual, a traditional dance 

of celebration ensued to a rousing recording of Dry 

Bones, the theme song of the club. The new members 

were then asked to create artwork for the Skull Club 

Picture Gallery. The images created that session are 

here for your viewing.

 Skill Skull enjoyed the game so much that he invited Green Skull to have 

an initiation ceremony for his birthday party the following August. He thought his 

artistic friends might enjoy the concept as much as he. Green Skull agreed and he, 

Princess BoneJoy, and other Skull Club friends prepared for a more elaborate ritual 

than usual.

 They called this special event “Night of the 

Grateful Living Dead” and brought video equipment 

to document it. The invited guests were warned in 

advance what was to occur and were encouraged to 

wear costumes.

Woman of Water

Iron Skull
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 Skill Skull’s friends were an interesting 

bunch. Creatives always are. After we got into our 

costumes one of the women to be initiated asked 

Green Skull if he had adequately prepared the area 

for such an activity. Green Skull, in anticipation of 

such an inquiry, had earlier prepared by brushing up 

on his occult theory and he told her he had performed 

a banishing ritual. This satisfied the woman and Green Skull knew he had at least one 

wiccan in the group.

         The time for the initiation of the new members came along and Green Skull 

began ringing a bell to get everyone’s attention. Those who had been coached were 

ready with their rehearsed lines. Green Skull and Huckle-Bone intoned “I AM YOUR 

MASTER!” The group responded “WE PETITION THE 

GRATEFUL LIVING DEAD!” Green Skull and Huckle-Bone 

droned “YOU ARE MY SERVANTS!” The group again 

responded with “WE PETITION THE GRATEFUL LIVING 

DEAD!” Green Skull and Huckle-Bone moaned “MY NAME 

IS BONYARD DOGBAIT.” Huckle-Bone, who had agreed to 

Green Skull hosts the first
Night of the Grateful Living Dead

stand in for Bonyard Dogbait, responded “But you can call me Boney.”

 Green Skull commanded the prospective members to step forward and 

inquired if they had read the secret book. They responded in the affirmative. Green 

Skull inquired if they had written their new secret names in the book. They responded 

that they had.

 Green Skull then commanded them to put their left hands on the secret book 

and their right hands in the air and repeat after him the 

oath of membership. This they did and with that Green 

Skull ordered Princess BoneJoy to spin the Skull Club 

theme Dry Bones whereupon everybody got down. After 

Huckle-Bone standing in for Boney
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the dance, Green Skull once again rang his bell, thus 

ending the ceremony.

 This was the largest group to have been initiated 

at one time into the Skull Club thus far. In addition 

to adding their friend Humorus to the club it 

appeared they collected a whole coven of witches that night.
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William DaBone

Huckle-Bone
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Anastasia
Bonerhausen

Made a few days after Halloween

Made for Halloween 2006: Night of the Grateful Living Dead DVD

12-23-06: earliest backup of what will become “Dry Bones Wet Bones”
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2008

MORE IMAGES 

TO RESEARCH

Red Skeleton later 
claimed he didn’t 
write this executive 
order and we sus-
pect it was written 
by his wife Trish 
Bohacz. Green Skull 
has given the orig-
inal Secret Book of 
the Skull Club to 
Red Skeleton and it 
is presently in RS’s 
possession.
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10-31-08: pre-release of what will become “Dry Bones Wet Bones” - 
version 2 still lacks lines that mention “Sacred Ghost”
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Halloween Greeting 2008

Halloween at Char’s 2008
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Boney Elbow

10-31-09: Jango Internet radio starts playing “Dry Bones Wet Bones”
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Ingrown Bone

Trombone and Soft SkullIngrown Bone and Green Skull

Osteo Mama and Streetbones GroveJoy

Skelly Skejelly Felly and Jo Skull
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2009

MORE IMAGES 

TO RESEARCH
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Adobe Illustrator sketch (12/20/10) by Green Skull

MORE IMAGES 

TO RESEARCH

2010
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2011
MORE IMAGES 

TO RESEARCH

Joni Bones, sister of Ms. 
Bones Jones

Submitted 2011 by Joni Bones
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MORE IMAGES 

TO RESEARCH

2012
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CYBERNALIA 2012
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CYBERNALIA 2013

MORE IMAGES 

TO RESEARCH

2013
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The Dark Crystal $kull created a beautiful bookmark for the secret book.

Princess BoneJoy and Osteo Momma
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Humorus
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The gals really liked the way Green Skull danced that Cybernalia. That’s The Dark Crystal $kull 
(upper left), Kraniym (upper middle), Humorus (upper right) with Green Skull (center).

Kraniyum

Kraniyum’s sketch of the Giant Head
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ather around the tribal fire my boney babies and hear the short story of 

this final chapter: Green Skull’s last intitiation with the original secret 

book on May 29, 2013.

 After performing the rite to bring members into the club for nearly 

fifty  years Green Skull felt ready to pass on the duties to other Skull Club members.

 With the original secret book now in the possession of GS’s brother and 

president of the club Red Skeleton, initiations with that original book depend on 

him. The book you hold in your hands can serve just as well for initiations performed 

without the original book.

 GS encourages any member or members that want to have a spooky party 

every so often to make it a skull club meeting. Scare your non-member friends by first 

alluding to a secret society in a cryptic way, then enjoy their initiations the same way 

GS enjoyed yours. You have the knowledge (see page 9), therefore the power to bring 

them in to your Skull Club.

Green Skull performed his final Skull Club initiation (with the original secret book) for Broken 
Bone (left) and Xiphoid Process (far right) on May 29, 2013.
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Skully repeats “Later, until next ye meet.”


